Automation Across
the Enterprise
Gartner says automation will “make or break”
the data center and cloud environments in terms
of agility and cost containment. They recommend
that “IT operations leaders… should
follow a systematic approach.”

50:50:100
By 2020, IDC predicts 50 billion
internet-connected devices, 50X
more data, and 100% of
businesses using cloud.

We agree.

Automation is a
prerequisite for cloud

Source: Gartner, Best Practices for Implementing Automation in
Data Centers With Cloud and Virtualized Environments, 2013

The longer you leave it,
the harder it becomes

Where you are now

81% believe cloud provides
competitive solutions for IT
Source: Global survey of 1,000 senior IT decision makers,
undertaken by Vanson Bourne for HPE Software, 2013

IT resources
Shadow IT

Resource constraints
70% tied up in
keeping the lights on

Overspending

Ad hoc
automation

Integration issues

Tool sprawl

Loss of IT relevance

Overcapacity

Fragmented and
ungoverned IT

No end-to-end value

Manual processing

Time-consuming
Risky and error-prone

Systemic waste

Unable to support
business growth

Orchestrated
Datacenter

Think Big, Start Small
Get there one step at
a time with Micro Focus
Professional Services

Automate

Automate routine tasks,
such as server provisioning
and patch management

Contain cost
Increase agility

Orchestrate

Boost productivity

Orchestrate end-to-end automated
processes such as event remediation
and IT service request fulfillment

Transform

Standardize best practices
Innovate, don’t administrate

Transform service delivery
with packaged processes
delivered as services

Typically

realize

$5

Reduce human error and outages
Stronger compliance and governance

benefit

Deliver
business
benefit

Speed up service delivery to the business

for every $1
of IT spend

Your route to success with
Micro Focus Professional Services
We work as
your automation
architect

Deep knowledge
of Micro Focus’s
products and
solutions

Proven
implementation
expertise

We achieve
fast timeto-value

Unique
intellectual
property

More than 20 years
of helping complex,
global organizations

How we work with you
Set the right
foundation

Implement the
use cases

Accelerate value
realization

Drive
adoption

Think big, start small
For more information on implementing automation,
visit www.microfocus.com/csaservices.
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